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Abstract Altruism is a popular economic explanation for a wide range of pro-social
decisions and actions. It has been applied frequently in several different streams of
literature, and is a descriptively compelling model of behavior. This paper provides a
theoretical framework for the existence of ordinal and cardinal altruistic value func-
tions, as well as altruistic utility functions, based on an altruistic preference relation.
Representation theorems are developed to specify relatively weak conditions under
which altruistic value and utility functions can be shown to exist. In addition, condi-
tions that lead to additive forms of these functions are provided.
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1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that humans often display altruistic behavior. That is, we make
decisions that are inconsistent with some narrowly defined sense of self-interest. These
decisions may involve charitable giving, volunteering for a non-profit organization,
helping a friend move, fixing a flat tire for a stranger, or any of a number of other
generous actions. All of these activities reflect an aspect of preferences that cannot
be captured adequately by the traditional economic idea of value or utility achieved
through consumption of goods and services.

However, the prevalence of altruistic behavior has been acknowledged widely in
both economics and psychology literature, and a great deal of discussion exists explor-
ing the reasons behind it. Arrow (1975) presents various types of preferences under
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which it may be desirable for an individual to donate blood. Andreoni (1990) uses the
term “impurely altruistic” to express the idea that individuals receive some benefit not
only from improvement in a public good, but also from the act of giving itself. McCar-
dle et al. (2009) use a model of preference that incorporates the recognition or acclaim
received by individuals for charitable acts. There are also many evolutionary models
that justify widespread altruistic behavior in humans (Hamilton 1963; Trivers 1971;
Alexander 1987; Simon 1990; Bergstrom and Stark 1993; Nowak and Sigmund 2005;
Montero 2008). Intergenerational altruistic models are also common; see, for instance,
Phelps and Pollak (1968), Ray (1987), Hori and Kanaya (1989), and Saez-Marti and
Weibull (2005). Alger andWeibull (2010) examine altruistic models between siblings
rather than across generations.

Given that decision makers are likely to be altruistic, developing value and utility
functions that capture altruistic preferences is desirable to help these decisions makers
achieve more desirable outcomes. However, it is not clear that these value and utility
functions are guaranteed to exist, as the conditions typically used to ensure existence
of value and utility functions are substantially stronger when multiple individuals’
preferences are being aggregated. In addition, even if such functions exist, there are
differing views in the previously cited literature on the form that they should take.
For example, paternalistic altruistic value or utility functions take another individual’s
outcome as an argument, while nonpaternalistic altruistic value or utility functions take
the value or utility achieved by another individual as an argument. In this paper, we
provide representation theorems for paternalistic altruistic functions, and then expand
them to additive nonpaternalistic functions by introducing one further condition.

There is some disagreement in the literature regarding the names used to describe
preference functions, which we will not attempt to resolve here. In this paper, a “value
function” represents preferences over a set of outcomes in an environment of certainty,
and may be either ordinal or cardinal, while a “utility function” represents preferences
for risky decisions, i.e., preferences over gambles defined on a set of outcomes.

The goal of this paper is to define altruism precisely using preference relations, and
to establish the existence of an altruistic value or utility function representing these
preference relations based on relatively simple conditions. In particular, we do not
assume that the altruistic preference relations are complete, transitive, or continuous;
the existence of altruistic value and utility functions can be established using weaker
preference conditions. The value functions may be either ordinal or cardinal, i.e., they
may only preserve the ordering of elements, or they may preserve relative differences
between pairs of elements. This paper also explores some of the relevant properties of
such preference relations and value functions; of particular interest are the conditions
required for the functions to have additive forms.

The benefit ofweakening the preference conditions is greater in a context ofmultiple
individuals, because completeness, transitivity, and continuity become substantially
stronger conditions when the preference relation aggregates the preferences of dif-
ferent people. A weaker set of preference conditions will make the existence of an
altruistic value or utility function more plausible. The results need not apply only in
the specific altruistic framework described in the paper. If the relevant properties and
conditions are satisfied in other contexts involving multiple individuals (e.g., a parent
considering outcomes affecting his/her multiple children), then the analogous repre-
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sentation theorems will apply, and a value or utility function will exist. The structure
of the altruistic value and utility functions is similar to that of multiattribute value and
utility functions for individual decision makers. Indeed, if the analogous properties
of the preference relations are satisfied in that context, weaker conditions than those
typically used can guarantee the existence of a multiattribute value or utility function.
However, it is generally considered a reasonable assumption that rational individuals
will have complete, transitive, and continuous preferences.

There is some debate in the psychology literature regarding the underlying factors
driving altruistic behavior. Batson et al. (1989), for instance, claim that anticipated
improvement in the decision maker’s mood is not necessary for helping others under
conditions of empathy. Cialdini et al. (1987), on the other hand, argue that an egotistical
explanation is more appropriate. This issue is discussed in greater depth by Reyniers
and Bhalla (2013). This debate serves as an interesting background for the material
presented in this paper, but the concepts described here are applicable regardless of
whether the factors underlying altruistic behavior are selfish or selfless.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the con-
cept of altruistic preference relations. Section 3 explores the representation of altruistic
preferences with ordinal value functions. Section 4 adds preference difference rela-
tions, which can allow for the use of cardinal altruistic value functions. Section 5
considers preference relations over gambles, and presents conditions leading to the
existence of altruistic utility functions. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Altruistic preference relations

Consider a set of outcomes X consisting of pairs of individual outcomes affecting two
people designated as A and B. These two individuals have preference relations �A

and �B , respectively, over X , with corresponding indifference relations ∼A and ∼B ,
and corresponding strict relations �A and �B , defined in the standard manner. These
are preference relations in the traditional sense; they do not include any interaction
between the preferences of individuals A and B. They consider only the outcome
experienced by that individual. They are in fact somewhat more narrowly defined than
traditional preference relations, in that they are meaningful and valid in isolation of the
other individual. Traditional preference relations typically do not include restrictions
on what considerations can be incorporated.

However, it is not unreasonable to imagine that one individual might care about the
other’s preferences. Consider another possible preference relation �A′ of individual
A over the set of outcomes (with corresponding �A′ and ∼A′ ). This new preference
relation is intended to capture not only individual A’s intrinsic satisfaction with the
given outcomes, as reflected by �A, but also A’s understanding of �B . That is, �A′
incorporates both �A and �B .

This additional preference relation can be informative in situations in which each
individual is directly affected only by a portion of each overall outcome. For example,
consider X = {(x A, x B

) : x A ∈ [
x A
l , x A

h

]
, x B ∈ [

x Bl , x Bh
]}, where x A and x B reflect

amounts of money received by each individual. In this case, we can think of �A as
A’s preferences over the possible levels of (x A, x B) when ignoring x B , and �A′ as
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A’s preferences over the possible levels of
(
x A, x B

)
when considering both x A and

x B , where�A′ might be influenced by both�A and�B . Of course, there is no a priori
requirement that �A′ must be different from �A; it is possible that A does not care
about B’s preferences.

Let X = X A × XB , where X A = I A ⊂ R and XB = I B ⊂ R are closed intervals.
Let x A and x B represent arbitrary numbers in X A and XB , respectively. We will write
x as shorthand for (x A, x B) to denote a generic outcome in X , and use a subscript,
e.g., x1 for (x A

1 , x B1 ), to denote an arbitrary, but specific outcome in X . Since �A is
unaffected by x B , for convenience, we will sometimes use �A to compare elements
of X A rather than elements of X . Similarly, we will sometimes use �B to compare
elements of XB .

Definition 1 �A′ satisfies the Pareto property if for any (x A
1 , x B1 ), (x A

2 , x B2 ) ∈
X, x A

1 �A x A
2 and x B1 �B x B2 implies x1 �A′ x2, and if the strict relation holds

for at least one of the first two comparisons, then (x A
1 , x B1 ) �A′ (x A

2 , x B2 ).

The Pareto property ensures consistency between an altruistic preference relation
and the underlying intrinsic preference relations. To avoid repetition, we will assume
for the remainder of the paper that all preference relations andvalue functions presented
reflect the preferences of individual A, individual B, or both (but not the preferences
of anyone else).

The Pareto property is an efficiency property,meaning it ensures that if one outcome
dominates another, the dominant outcome will always be preferred. However, it has
a somewhat different interpretation in this context, because �A′ will generally reflect
the same preferences over X A as those captured by �A. It is the treatment of �B by
�A′ that is typically of greater interest. Specifically, the Pareto property ensures that,
all else being equal, A prefers that B experience more desirable outcomes.

Definition 2 �A′ is an altruistic preference relation if�A′ satisfies the Pareto property.

It is straightforward to define an altruistic preference relation �B′ for individual B
in the same manner. Note that the definition of an altruistic preference relation does
not attempt to capture a degree of altruism; it simply provides a means to specify that
a particular set of preferences is either altruistic or non-altruistic. Note also that this
type of preference relation differs substantially from one that incorporates fairness
or equity. Altruistic preferences do not necessarily favor more equitable outcomes,
and preferences incorporating fairness or equity do not necessarily satisfy the Pareto
property.

It is also possible to define a spiteful preference relation similarly, but with the
preference comparisons of the other individual reversed. In fact, all of the results for
altruistic value and utility functions in this paper could be obtained for spiteful value
and utility functions as well; they depend only on the combined preference relation
being monotonic in the intrinsic preference relations. A similar idea is captured by
Vostroknutov (2013) in the context of social preferences that incorporate status within
a group; the resulting utility functions are valid regardless of whether the decision
maker would prefer others to be better or worse off. However, we will make the bold
assumption that the reader is more interested in improving the quality of altruistic
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decisions than that of spiteful decisions, and will present the results in the altruistic
context only.

3 Ordinal altruistic value functions

If �A and �B satisfy certain properties, then �A and �B can be represented by
ordinal value functions vA

(
x A

)
and vB

(
x B

)
such that ∀x A

1 , x A
2 ∈ X A, x A

1 �A x A
2 if

and only if vA
(
x A
1

) ≥ vA
(
x A
2

)
, and similarly for individual B. These value functions

preserve only the ordering of outcomes imposed by �A and �B ; they are unique
up to positive monotonic transformations. Various sets of properties which imply the
existence of such ordinal value functions are provided by Debreu (1954, 1964), Rader
(1963), Fishburn (1970), and Krantz et al. (1971). The properties used in this paper
are defined here:

Definition 3 �A is complete if for any x A
1 , x A

2 ∈ X A, either x A
1 �A x A

2 , x A
2 �A x A

1 ,
or both.

Definition 4 �A is transitive if for any x A
1 , x A

2 , x A
3 ∈ X A, x A

1 �A x A
2 and x A

2 �A x A
3

implies x A
1 �A x A

3 .

Definition 5 �A is continuous if for any x A
1 , x A

2 ∈ X A for which x A
1 �A x A

2 , ∃� > 0
such that for any x A

3 ∈ X A, |x A
2 − x A

3 | < � implies x A
1 �A x A

3 , and |x A
1 − x A

3 | < �

implies x A
3 �A x A

2 .

Completeness and transitivity ensure that the preference relation induces an order-
ing on the set of outcomes. Continuity ensures that there are no “jumps” in preferences
caused by infinitesimally small changes. This definition is based on the one used by
Simon et al. (2014), and is chosen here for simplicity; other definitions are more
appropriate for more general topological spaces. We will also assume throughout the
paper that both �A and �B are non-trivial; that is, there exist x A

1 , x A
2 ∈ X A such that

x A
1 �A x A

2 , and there exist x B1 , x B2 ∈ XB such that x B1 �B x B2 .
Let �A and �B be complete, transitive, and continuous preference relations. Then,

based on Debreu (1954, 1964), corresponding continuous ordinal value functions
vA

(
x A

)
and vB

(
x B

)
exist. We assume for simplicity that the two individuals’ pref-

erences are monotonic over X A and XB , respectively (x A
1 �A x A

2 iff x A
1 ≥ x A

2 , and
similarly for �B). This assumption is not necessary to establish any of the value func-
tions presented in the paper, as the underlying variables can always be transformed
such thatmonotonicity holds, but it will greatly reduce the amount of notation required.

Analogously, it is also useful to be able to represent the preference relations �A′
and �B′ by ordinal value functions vA′

(x) and vB′
(x) such that x1 �A′ x2 if and

only if vA′
(x1) ≥ vA′

(x2), and similarly for individual B. (Bell and Keeney 2009
make the same distinction between “egotistical” value and altruistic value as is made
in this paper, though we use the term “intrinsic” rather than egotistical). Unfortu-
nately, the existence of vA

(
x A

)
and vB

(
x B

)
does not guarantee the existence of such

vA′
(x) and vB′

(x). In particular, it is not assured that �A′ and �B′ are complete and
transitive, thus we cannot assume they induce orderings on X . Given the challenges
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associated with aggregating ordinal rankings across multiple individuals (Condorcet
1785; Arrow 1951; Sen 1970), an assumption that�A′ and�B′ induce orderings on X
would be rather strong. Typically, when a group ordering of outcomes is desired, other
conditions are added. For example, Shubik (1982) shows that complete continuous
group preferences satisfying the Pareto property must be transitive, establishing the
existence of a group value function. In this paper, we assume neither completeness nor
transitivity of the altruistic preference relations. We instead establish the existence of
altruistic value functions by introducing two weaker conditions on �A′ and �B′ .

Definition 6 �A′ satisfies the substitution property if for any (x A
1 , x B1 ), (x A

2 , x B2 ) ∈ X
for which (x A

1 , x B1 ) ∼A′ (x A
2 , x B2 ), it holds that for any (x A

3 , x B3 ) ∈ X, (x A
1 , x B1 ) �A′

(x A
3 , x B3 ) iff (x A

2 , x B2 ) �A′ (x A
3 , x B3 ), and (x A

3 , x B3 ) �A′ (x A
1 , x B1 ) iff (x A

3 , x B3 ) �A′
(x A

2 , x B2 ).

The substitution property asserts that equally preferable outcomes canbe substituted
for one another without affecting the truth of a comparison. Note that substitution is
a weaker condition than transitivity. It gives meaning to the notion of indifference
classes, but does not preclude intransitive relationships between indifference classes.

Definition 7 �A′ satisfies the indifference property if for any x1, x2, x3 ∈ X such
that x1 �A′ x2 and x2 �A′ x3, there exists a real number k ∈ [0, 1] such that
(x A

1 + kmA, x B1 + kmB) ∼A′ x2, where mA = x A
3 − x A

1 and mB = x B3 − x B1 .

The indifference property is a specific type of solvability. It simply asserts that if
outcome x1 is preferred to x2, and x2 is preferred to x3, there must exist a convex
combination of x1 and x3 (i.e., an outcome on the line segment between them) that is
indifferent to x2. Note that this property does not follow from continuity on �A and
�B . For example, consider lexicographic preferences on (x A, x B) consistent with�A

and �B : x1 �A′ x2 iff x1 �A x2, or x1 ∼A x2 and x1 �B x2. The isoquant on which
x2 falls consists of the set of points {xi : xi ∼A x2 and xi ∼B x2} (which may be only
x2 itself). That set does not, in general, include a convex combination of x1 and x3.

Theorem 1 The following two statements are equivalent for given �A,�B, X, and a
preference relation �A′ defined based on �A,�B, and X:

1. �A′ is an altruistic preference relation satisfying the substitution and indifference
properties.

2. There exists a continuous ordinal vA′
(x A, x B) representing �A′ that is monoton-

ically increasing in x A and x B.

See the Appendix for the proof of Theorem 1. As in the case of traditional ordinal
value functions, this ordinal altruistic value function is unique up to continuous pos-
itive monotonic transformations. As stated earlier, the substitution and indifference
properties are weaker than the set of conditions typically used to show existence of
ordinal value functions. Theorem 1 is possible because �A′ satisfies the Pareto prop-
erty, which establishes a basic set of pairs of elements of X for which �A′ must hold.
It is likely that a similar existence theorem could be developed for other properties of
interpersonal preferences (e.g., inequity aversion); however, there is no guarantee that
the conditions and proof for such a theorem would be similar to those of Theorem 1.
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If the conditions for Theorem 1 hold and an altruistic value function vA′
exists, a

natural question arises regarding what form vA′
might take. In particular, assessment

can be eased if preferences can be represented by an additive value function. To show
that an additive altruistic value function exists, we require the Thomsen condition,
which is a particular form of double cancelation. The Thomsen condition asserts that
if (x A

1 , x B2 ) ∼A′ (x A
2 , x B1 ) and (x A

2 , x B3 ) ∼A′ (x A
3 , x B2 ), then (x A

1 , x B3 ) ∼A′ (x A
3 , x B1 ).

It is commonly used as a condition for the existence of additive value functions of two
attributes (Krantz et al. 1971; Keeney and Raiffa 1976). Alternatively, the hexagon
condition presented by Karni and Safra (1998), which is the two-attribute case of the
corresponding tradeoff condition used by Keeney and Raiffa (1976), may be used
instead.

Theorem 2 The following two statements are equivalent for a given �A,�B, X, and
a preference relation �A′ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1:

1. �A′ satisfies the Thomsen condition.
2. There exists a continuous ordinal vA′

(x) representing �A′ given by:

vA′
(x) = wAvA

(
x A

)
+ wBvB

(
x B

)
, (1)

where vA and vB represent�A and�B, respectively, andwA andwB are positive
constants.

See the Appendix for the proof of Theorem 2.
If an altruistic value function of the form shown in Eq. 1 exists, it can be assessed

fromadecisionmaker using procedures similar to those used for additivemultiattribute
value functions. Midvalue splitting (Keeney and Raiffa 1976; Kirkwood 1997) can be
used to assess vA and vB , where the midvalue of [x A

1 , x A
2 ] is the level x A

mid such that
if (x A

1 , x B2 ) ∼A′ (x A
mid, x

B
1 ), for some x B1 , x B2 ∈ XB , then (x A

mid, x
B
2 ) ∼A′ (x A

2 , x B1 ).
That is, expressed via tradeoffs with XB , the increase in value achieved by moving
from x A

1 to x A
mid is equal to the increase in value achieved by moving from x A

mid to x
A
2 .

Alternatively, if the appropriate conditions on preferences hold, specific functional
forms can be fit to vA and vB .

The weights wA and wB , by convention, are assumed to sum to 1. One straightfor-
ward approach for assessing wA and wB is as follows. Let x A

0 and x A
1 represent the

worst and best levels, respectively, of x A, and x B0 and x B1 represent the worst and best
levels, respectively, of x B . Then, ask the decision maker which outcome of (x A

0 , x B1 )

and (x A
1 , x B0 ) is preferred. Arbitrarily, imagine the decision maker judges (x A

1 , x B0 )

to be preferable. Then determine a level x A
i such that the decision maker is indiffer-

ent between (x A
i , x B1 ) and (x A

1 , x B0 ). If vA has already been assessed, then vA(x A
i ) is

known, andwe can solve for the twoweights. For more details on this type of approach
for weight elicitation, see Keeney and Raiffa (1976) or Eisenfuhr et al. (2010).

4 Cardinal altruistic value functions

It is also possible to represent relative differences in preference between outcomes
through a cardinal value function if additional information about preferences is spec-
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ified. (Dyer and Sarin 1979 refer to these functions as measurable value functions). In
particular, we define the binary preference difference relation�∗

A on the set of pairs of
outcomes x A

1 , x A
2 ∈ X A, which we will write as X A × X A, with the interpretation that

x A
1 x

A
2 �∗

A x A
3 x

A
4 means the difference in desirability between x A

1 and x A
2 is at least as

great as the difference in desirability between x A
3 and x A

4 .�∗
B can be defined similarly.

To ensure that �∗
A is consistent with the underlying preferences expressed by �A, we

require that x1 �A x2 and x3 �A x4 implies x1x4 �∗
A x2x3, and similarly for �∗

B . We
restrict the set of outcome pairs to those in which the first outcome is at least as desir-
able as the second outcome. That is, we do not allow “negative” differences between
outcomes. Allowing negative differences would give rise to an algebraic difference
structure, whereas we will use a positive difference structure. Similar results can be
obtained using either approach. Corresponding strict and indifference relations for�∗

A
and �∗

B can also be expressed as they were for the previous binary relations in this
paper.

Just as conditions on �A were needed to establish the existence of an ordinal value
function representing �A, conditions on �∗

A are needed to establish the existence of a
cardinal value function representing �∗

A. To obtain such cardinal value functions, we
must first define two properties of these relations:

Definition 8 �∗
A isweakmonotonic if x A

1 x
A
2 �∗

A x A
4 x

A
5 and x A

2 x
A
3 �∗

A x A
5 x

A
6 implies

x A
1 x

A
3 �∗

A x A
4 x

A
6 for all x A

1 , . . . , x A
6 ∈ X A.

Definition 9 �∗
A is solvable if for any x A

1 , x A
2 , x A

3 , x A
4 ∈ X A such that x A

1 x
A
2 �∗

A
x A
3 x

A
4 and x A

3 x
A
4 �∗

A x A
1 x

A
1 , there exist x

A
5 , x A

6 ∈ X A such that x A
1 x

A
5 ∼∗

A x A
3 x

A
4 and

x A
6 x

A
2 ∼∗

A x A
3 x

A
4 .

Weakmonotonicity ensures that preference differences canbe concatenated. That is,
a weak monotonic preference difference relation is modular; if a preference difference
is split into smaller preference differences, the aggregate of these smaller differences
cannot be greater or less than the original preference difference. Solvability ensures that
a positive preference difference can be reproducedwithin a larger preference difference
by another pair of outcomes. It is similar in nature to the indifference property inSect. 3;
intuitively, it asserts that an equivalent positive preference difference exists somewhere
“between” a larger preference difference and a zero preference difference.

Let �∗
A be complete, transitive, weak monotonic, and solvable, and satisfy a tech-

nical condition called the Archimedean property (defined in the Appendix in the
proof of Theorem 2). Then, based on Theorem 1 of Section 4.2 of Krantz et al.
(1971)1, there exists a value function vA(x A) such that for any x A

1 , x A
2 , x A

3 , x A
4 ∈

X A, vA(x A
1 ) − vA(x A

2 ) ≥ vA(x A
3 ) − vA(x A

4 ) iff x A
1 x

A
2 �∗

A x A
3 x

A
4 . This value function

is unique up to positive linear transformations.
Analogously, we can define altruistic preference difference relations �∗

A′ and �∗
B′

on X × X . We will consider only �∗
A′ henceforth; the exposition for �∗

B′ is identical.

1 The theorem from Krantz et al. (1971) requires two additional conditions that are met trivially by �∗
A

and �∗
B due to their consistency with �A and �B . These conditions are stated in the proof of Theorem 3.
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Definition 10 �∗
A′ satisfies the Pareto difference property if for any x1, x2, x3, x4 ∈

X, x A
1 x

A
2 �∗

A x A
3 x

A
4 and x B1 x

B
2 �∗

B x B3 x
B
4 implies x1x2 �∗

A′ x3x4.

The Pareto difference property ensures consistency with the difference orderings
induced by �∗

A and �∗
B ; it is analogous to the Pareto property in Sect. 3.

Definition 11 �∗
A′ is an altruistic preference difference relation iff �A′ satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 1, �∗
A′ satisfies the Pareto difference property, and x1 �A′ x2

and x3 �A′ x4 implies x1x4 �∗
A′ x2x3 (for consistency with the ordering induced by

�A′ ).

Note that �A′ still satisfies the Pareto property. In that sense, �∗
A′ reflects altruistic

ordinal preferences even without the Pareto difference property. An altruistic pref-
erence difference relation, however, is also consistent with each individual’s relative
preference differences between outcomes.

As in the previous section, we would like to determine whether or not �∗
A′ can be

represented by a corresponding value function. Unfortunately, as before, the existence
of cardinal vA and vB representing �∗

A and �∗
B does not guarantee the existence of

cardinal vA′
representing �∗

A′ , and therefore additional conditions are needed.
Similarly to the previous section, we do not assume that �∗

A′ induces a complete
ordering on the positive difference pairs in X × X . We define two new relevant prop-
erties for �∗

A′ :

Definition 12 �∗
A′ satisfies the cardinal substitution property if for any x1, x2, x3, x4

∈ X such that x1x2 ∼∗
A′ x3x4, it holds for all x5, x6 ∈ X that x1x2 �∗

A′ x5x6 iff
x3x4 �∗

A′ x5x6, and x5x6 �∗
A′ x1x2 iff x5x6 �∗

A′ x3x4.

Definition 13 �∗
A′ satisfies the cardinal indifference property if for all x1, x2, x3, x4

∈ X such that x1x2 �∗
A′ x3x4, there exist x5, x6 ∈ X such that x1x5 ∼∗

A′ x3x4 and
x6x2 ∼∗

A′ x3x4, where x1x2 �∗
A′ x1x5 and x1x2 �∗

A′ x6x2.

The cardinal substitution property is analogous to the substitution property used
previously. The cardinal indifference property, while in the same spirit as the indiffer-
ence property from Sect. 3, is actually more similar to the solvability property on �∗

A
and �∗

B , as it involves reproducing a preference difference within a larger preference
difference.

Theorem 3 Let �A′ satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, and let �∗
A and �∗

B be
reversible, weak monotonic, and solvable. Then the following two statements are
equivalent:

1. �∗
A′ is an altruistic preference difference relation satisfying the cardinal substitu-

tion and cardinal indifference properties.
2. There exists a continuous cardinal vA′

(x) representing �∗
A′ that is monotonically

increasing in x A and x B.

See the Appendix for the proof of Theorem 3. As for cardinal vA(x A) and
vB(x B), vA′

(x) is unique up to positive linear transformations. Given the existence of
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vA′
(x), it is also helpful to consider the possibility that vA′

(x) may be additive. As in
the case of ordinal value functions, we will use the Thomsen condition. As previously,
the hexagon condition could also be used to obtain a similar result. Alternatively, Dyer
and Sarin (1979) present a property called difference independence on a preference
difference relation that could also be used to show the existence of an additive function
representing �∗

A′ .

Theorem 4 If the conditions of Theorem 3 hold, then the following two statements
are equivalent:

1. �A′ satisfies the Thomsen condition.
2. There exists a continuous vA′

(x) such that:

vA′
(x) = wAvA

(
x A

)
+ wBvB

(
x B

)
, (2)

where wA and wB are positive constants, and vA′
represents �∗

A′ .

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.
The assessment methods for ordinal additive value functions described at the end

of the previous section are applicable to cardinal altruistic value functions as well.
However, there are additional methods taking advantage of interval scales that may
be more accessible for decision makers. If a midvalue splitting approach is used, the
midvalue of [x A

1 , x A
2 ] can now be described as the level x A

mid such that x A
2 x

A
mid ∼∗

A′
x A
midx

A
1 .Weights canbedeterminedusing a swingweighting approach (vonWinterfeldt

and Edwards 1986). As previously, let x A
0 and x A

1 represent the worst and best levels,
respectively, of x A, and x B0 and x B1 represent the worst and best levels, respectively, of
x B . First, the decision maker is asked to consider the worst possible outcome, in this
case (x A

0 , x B0 ). If (x A
1 , x B0 )(x A

0 , x B0 ) �∗
A′ (x A

0 , x B1 )(x A
0 , x B0 ), then the decision maker

is asked to identify the magnitude of the difference between (x A
0 , x B1 ) and (x A

0 , x B0 )

as a percentage of the difference between (x A
1 , x B0 ) and (x A

0 , x B0 ), which allows us to
solve for the two weights.

5 Altruistic utility functions

It may also be desirable to examine an altruistic decision maker’s preferences over
gambles, i.e., decisions for which the realized outcome will be uncertain. In this
section, we consider both intrinsic and altruistic preference relations over gambles,
and provide representation theorems yielding altruistic utility functions. The main
challenge is that the structure of the set of possible gambles differs from that of the
set of possible outcomes used in previous sections, and therefore several of the earlier
concepts and conditions will need to be modified accordingly.

LetG denote the set of all {p1x1, p2x2, . . .} such that x1, x2, . . . ∈ X, p1, p2, . . . ≥
0, and

∑
i pi = 1. That is, G is the set of all possible gambles over elements of X .

We assume common beliefs; the individuals do not disagree on the probabilities of
the outcomes. Let g1, g2, g3 represent arbitrary gambles, i.e., elements of G, and let
�G denote a preference relation over elements of G, with corresponding strict and
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indifference relations. The definitions of completeness, transitivity, and continuity can
be updated accordingly:

Definition 14 �G
A is complete if for any g1, g2 ∈ G, either g1 �G

A g2, g2 �G
A g1, or

both.

Definition 15 �G
A is transitive if for any g1, g2, g3 ∈ G, g1 �G

A g2 and g2 �G
A g3

implies g1 �G
A g3.

Definition 16 �G
A is continuous if for any g1, g2, g3 ∈ G for which g1 �G

A g2 and
g2 �G

A g3, ∃ε > 0 such that ((1 − ε)g1 + εg3) �G
A g2 and g2 �G

A (εg1 + (1 − ε)g3).

There are many equivalent ways in which continuity of gambles can be expressed;
the definition given above is sometimes referred to as the Archimedean property. It
asserts that if g1 is strictly preferred to g2, amixture of gambles inwhich an undesirable
gamble g3 occurs with infinitesimal probability and g1 is taken in all other cases must
also be strictly preferred to g2, and similarly, g2 must be strictly preferred to a mixture
of gambles involving g3 and an infinitesimal probability of g1. Similarly to value
functions, these three conditions are sufficient to establish the existence of a function
over gambles representing �G

A . However, without additional conditions, the form of
this function is unspecified. The standard approach to utility theory (von Neumann
and Morgenstern 1947) is to assert one further condition:

Definition 17 �G
A satisfies the independence property if for any g1, g2 ∈ G for which

g1 �G
A g2, and any g3 ∈ G, it must be true that for any p ∈ (0, 1], pg1+(1− p)g3 �G

A
pg2 + (1 − p)g3.

That is, if g1 is strictly preferred to g2, a probability of g1 must be strictly preferred
to the same probability of g2 (regardless of the common third gamble). Any of several
equivalent conditions may be used to reach the same result. If this fourth condition
also holds, then there exists a utility function uA(x), unique up to positive linear trans-
formations, such that for any g1, g2 ∈ G, g1 �G

A g2 iff the expected value of uA(x)
under g1 is greater than or equal to the expected value of uA(x) under g2. We assume
that �G

A and �G
B satisfy completeness, transitivity, continuity, and independence.

Given the existence of uA(x) and uB(x) representing �G
A and �G

B , respectively,
we construct an altruistic preference relation �G

A′ over G, and develop conditions

that establish the existence of an altruistic utility function uA′
(x) representing �G

A′ .
As previously, we assume that �G

A′ satisfies the Pareto property; in this section, the
Pareto property describes elements of G rather than elements of X . We do not assume
completeness, transitivity, or continuity of �G

A′ . Instead, two further conditions are
needed for �G

A′ ; they are analogous to the indifference and substitution conditions
used previously, describing gambles rather than certain outcomes:

Definition 18 �G
A′ satisfies the indifference property if for any g1, g2, g3 ∈ G for

which g1 �G
A′ g2 and g2 �G

A′ g3, ∃p ∈ [0, 1] such that (pg1 + (1 − p)g3) ∼G
A′ g2.

Definition 19 �G
A′ satisfies the substitution property if for any g1, g2, g3 ∈ G for

which g1 ∼G
A′ g2, g1 �G

A′ g3 iff g2 �G
A′ g3.
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The gamble indifference property ensures that, if g1 is preferred to g2 and g2 is
preferred to g3, theremust be amixture of g1 and g3 such that individual A is indifferent
between themixture and g2. The substitution property ensures that indifferent gambles
can always be substituted for one another without affecting the truth of a comparison.

Theorem 5 The following two statements are equivalent for given �G
A ,�G

B ,G, and
a preference relation �G

A′ defined based on �G
A and �G

B :

1. �G
A′ is an altruistic preference relation satisfying the independence, indifference

and substitution properties.
2. There exists a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function uA′

(x) representing�G
A′

that is monotonically increasing in x A and x B.

See the Appendix for the proof of Theorem 5.
As in the case of altruistic value functions, it is convenient to use an additive form

for uA′
. There is a substantial body of existing work on additive multiattribute utility

functions; see, for instance, Fleming (1952), Harsanyi (1955), and Fishburn (1965).
Many possible conditions could be used to give rise to an additive altruistic utility
function. We use the following condition, adapted from Fishburn (1965):

Definition 20 �G
A′ satisfies mutual independence if for any g1, g2 ∈ G such that the

probability of any given level of x A is equal for g1 and g2, and the same holds for any
given level of x B , it must be true that g1 ∼G

A′ g2.

Mutual independence asserts that the only the marginal distributions of x A and x B

are relevant, that is, it does not matter which of individual A’s and individual B’s
outcomes occur together. Note that preferences for equity are likely to violate this
condition.

Theorem 6 The following two statements are equivalent for given �G
A ,�G

B ,G, and
a preference relation �G

A′ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5:

1. �G
A′ satisfies mutual independence.

2. There exists a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function uA′
(x) representing�G

A′
given by:

uA′
(x) = wAuA(x) + wBuB(x), (3)

where uA and uB represent�G
A and�G

B , respectively, andwA andwB are positive
constants.

Theorem 6 follows directly from Theorem 5 and Fishburn (1965).
uA′

(x) can be assessed using any standard utility assessment procedures. A review
of many such methods is provided by Farquhar (1984).

6 Discussion and conclusion

It is well-understood that the behavior of humans often reflects preferences which
include altruistic components, and a great deal of research has been done to justify
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this behavior from different perspectives. Much work has also been done applying
value and utility functions that capture altruistic preferences. This paper provides a
basic theoretical framework to establish the existence of altruistic value and utility
functions based on simple preference conditions, beginning with the development of
what it means for preferences to be altruistic. Both ordinal and cardinal value functions
are considered. The altruistic value and utility functions can be shown to exist without
assuming explicitly that altruistic preference relations are complete, transitive, or con-
tinuous; weaker conditions of substitution and indifference will suffice. Weakening
the required preference conditions is beneficial when aggregating the preferences of
multiple individuals, as the conditions typically used for individual value and utility
functions are substantially stronger in this case. Finally, this paper provides additional
conditions that can be used to establish additive forms for the altruistic value and
utility functions.

There are several possibilities for further research on this topic. One possibility is to
consider altruistic preferences concerning more than two individuals, and to develop
analogous preference conditions that would establish the existence of altruistic value
or utility functions. The Pareto property can be expanded easily to capture more than
two individuals’ intrinsic preferences, as can many of the preference conditions. Some
portions of the proofs in this paper, however, rely on there being only two individuals,
and thus would have to be reworked accordingly.

Another possible direction of work is establishing the existence of value or utility
functions based on interpersonal preference properties other than the Pareto property.
For example, it might be possible to show that similar conditions can establish value
or utility functions when individual A has preferences that are piecewise monotonic
in individual B’s outcome such that A is altruistic when doing “better” than B, but
spiteful when doing “worse” than B.

Acknowledgments The author is grateful to Jon Baron, David Krantz, Cameron MacKenzie, an editor,
and two anonymous reviewers for helpful comments on earlier versions of this paper.

Appendix

Proof (Theorem 1) We will first show that statement 1 implies statement 2.
Based on the results of Debreu (1954, 1964), there exists a vA′ (

x A, x B
)
such

that vA′ (
x A
1 , x B1

) ≥ vA′ (
x A
2 , x B2

)
iff

(
x A
1 , x B1

)
�A′

(
x A
2 , x B2

)
provided the following

conditions hold:
Completeness: Either

(
x A
1 , x B1

)
�A′

(
x A
2 , x B2

)
or

(
x A
2 , x B2

)
�A′

(
x A
1 , x B1

)
, or both.

Transitivity:
(
x A
1 , x B1

)
�A′

(
x A
2 , x B2

)
and

(
x A
2 , x B2

)
�A′

(
x A
3 , x B3

)
implies(

x A
1 , x B1

)
�A′

(
x A
3 , x B3

)
.

Continuity: For any x1, x2 ∈ X for which x1 �A x2, ∃� > 0 such that for any
x3 ∈ X,max(|x A

1 −x A
3 |, |x B1 −x B3 |) < � implies x3 �A′ x2, andmax(|x A

3 −x A
2 |, |x B3 −

x B2 |) < � implies x1 �A x3.
The completeness condition can be shown to hold by considering four possible

cases, which are collectively exhaustive by completeness of �A and �B . In case 1,
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x A
1 �A x A

2 and x B1 �B x B2 , and in case 2, x A
2 �A x A

1 and x B2 �B x B1 . The Pareto
property ensures that x1 �A′ x2 in case 1, and x2 �A′ x1 in case 2.

In case 3, x A
1 �A x A

2 and x B2 �B x B1 .Consider the outcomes (x A
1 , x B2 ) and (x A

2 , x B1 ).
By the Pareto property, (x A

1 , x B2 ) �A′ x1, and x1 �A′ (x A
2 , x B1 ). Then, by the indiffer-

ence property, there exists an outcome x ′
1 on the line segment between (x A

1 , x B2 ) and
(x A

2 , x B1 ) such that x ′
1 ∼A′ x1. By the same argument, there exists an outcome x ′

2 on
the line segment between (x A

1 , x B2 ) and (x A
2 , x B1 ) such that x ′

2 ∼A′ x2. For any pair
of outcomes on this line segment, one is Pareto superior to the other. Hence, by the
Pareto property, either x ′

1 �A′ x ′
2 or x ′

2 �A′ x ′
1. Applying the substitution property

twice to both comparisons yields that either x1 �A′ x2 or x2 �A′ x1.
In case 4, x A

2 �A x A
1 and x B1 �B x B2 . Using the same argument as for case 3, either

x1 �A′ x2 or x2 �A′ x1. Hence, completeness of �A′ holds.
To establish the transitivity condition, consider x1, x2, x3 ∈ X such that x1 �A′ x2

and x2 �A′ x3. If x1 is Pareto superior to x2 and x2 is Pareto superior to x3, then
x1 �A′ x3 trivially by the Pareto property. We must consider the remaining three
cases: x1 is not Pareto superior to x2, x2 is not Pareto superior to x3, and both.

First, consider the case where x1 is not Pareto superior to x2, but x2 is Pareto
superior to x3. Arbitrarily, let x A

1 ≥ x A
2 and x B1 < x B2 . Then consider the outcome

(x A
1 , x B2 ), which must be preferred to x1 by the Pareto property. By the indifference

property, there exists an outcome (zA, x B2 ) such that zA > x A
2 and (zA, x B2 ) ∼A′ x1.

Since x2 is Pareto superior to x3, (zA, x B2 ) must also be Pareto superior to x3, hence
(zA, x B2 ) �A′ x3 by the Pareto property. Then, by the substitution property, x1 �A′ x3,
establishing transitivity for this case. In the case where x2 is not Pareto superior to x3,
but x1 is Pareto superior to x2, it can be shown in a similar manner that x1 �A′ x3.

Finally, consider the case where x1 is not Pareto superior to x2, and x2 is not Pareto
superior to x3. Assume that x1 is not Pareto superior to x3 (if it were, the Pareto property
would establish trivially that x1 �A′ x3). Arbitrarily, let x A

1 ≥ x A
2 and x B1 < x B2 , and

let x A
2 < x A

3 and x B2 ≥ x B3 . Consider the outcome (x A
1 , x B2 ), which must be preferred

to x1 by the Pareto property. By the indifference property, there exists an outcome
(zA, x B2 ) such that zA > x A

2 and (zA, x B2 ) ∼A′ x1. Similarly, consider the outcome
(x A

2 , x B3 ), over which x3 must be preferred by the Pareto property. By the indifference
property, there exists an outcome (x A

2 , zB) such that x B2 > zB and (x A
2 , zB) ∼A′ x3.

Since zA > x A
2 and x B2 > zB, (zA, x B2 ) is Pareto superior to (x A

2 , zB), and by the
Pareto property, (zA, x B2 ) �A′ (x A

2 , zB). Applying the substitution property twice
yields x1 �A′ x3, establishing transitivity.

To establish the continuity condition, first consider arbitrary x1, x2 ∈ X such that
x1 �A′ x2. If x1 is strictly Pareto superior to x2, i.e., x A

1 > x A
2 and x B1 > x B2 , then

continuity can be shown to hold easily; let � be any positive number less than the
smaller of x A

1 − x A
2 and x B1 − x B2 .

If x1 is Pareto superior to x2 with x B1 = x B2 (the logic would be similar for the
case where x A

1 = x A
2 ), if there exists some x B3 < x B1 , x B2 , then consider the point

(x A
2 , x B3 ). By the indifference property, there exists an outcome x4 on the line segment

between (x A
2 , x B3 ) and x1 such that x2 ∼A′ x4. Since x1 is strictly Pareto superior to

x4, any positive �1 less than the smaller of x A
1 − x A

4 and x B1 − x B4 will suffice for the
comparison of outcomes close to x1 with x2. If there does not exist an x B3 < x B1 , x B2
(i.e., these outcomes are the least preferable according to �B), then such a �1 exists
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trivially by continuity of �A and the Pareto property. Similar logic can be used to
obtain a positive �2 for the comparison of outcomes close to x2 with x1. We can then
let� = min{�1,�2}. Thus, if x1 is Pareto superior to x2, there exists a� as specified.

If x1 is not Pareto superior to x2, continuity can be established by showing that there
is an outcome that is Pareto superior to x2 and indifferent to x1 and, correspondingly,
an outcome to which x1 is Pareto superior that is indifferent to x2. We will show the
former; the approach for the latter is similar. Arbitrarily, let x B1 ≤ x B2 . Consider any
outcome x3 such that x A

2 ≤ x A
3 ≤ x A

1 , x B3 ≥ x B2 , and x3 �A′ x1. By the indifference
property, there must be an outcome x4 on the line segment between x2 and x3 such that
x1 ∼A′ x4. Since x4 is Pareto superior to x2, a � satisfying the requirement exists as
shown above. Thus,�A′ is continuous, establishing the existence of a vA′

representing
�A′ .

Finally, we need to show that vA′
(x A, x B) is monotonically increasing in x A and

x B . This can be done easily by observing that vA is monotonically increasing in (x A)

and unaffected by x B , and vB is monotonically increasing in (x B) and unaffected by
x A. Consider x1, x2 ∈ X . If x A

1 > x A
2 and x B1 = x B2 , then x1 �A x2 and x1 ∼B x2.

By the Pareto property, x1 �A′ x2. Since vA′
represents �A′ , it follows that vA′

(x1) >

vA′
(x2). Similar logic applies if x A

1 = x A
2 and x B1 > x B2 , or if both x A

1 = x A
2 and

x B1 = x B2 . Thus, v
A′

is monotonically increasing in x A and x B , establishing the first
half of Theorem 1.

To establish the converse, assume vA′
represents �A′ , and is continuous and

monotonically increasing in x A and x B . It will suffice to show that �A′ must sat-
isfy the Pareto, substitution, and indifference properties.

To show that �A′ satisfies the Pareto property, consider x1, x2 ∈ X such that
x1 �A x2 and x1 �B x2. We have assumed that �A and �B are monotonic, so this
is equivalent to stating that x A

1 ≥ x A
2 and x B1 ≥ x B2 . Since vA′

is monotonically
increasing in x A and x B , it must be true that vA′

(x1) ≥ vA′
(x2), and because vA′

represents �A′ , it follows that x1 �A′ x2. Similar logic can be used to establish the
strict relation case.

To show that �A′ satisfies the substitution property, consider x1, x2, x3 ∈ X such
that x1 ∼A′ x2. Because vA′

represents �A′ , it must be true that vA′
(x1) = vA′

(x2).
Consider vA′

(x3). Clearly, vA′
(x1) ≥ vA′

(x3) iff vA′
(x2) ≥ vA′

(x3), and vA′
(x3) ≥

vA′
(x1) iff vA′

(x3) ≥ vA′
(x2). Again, because vA′

represents �A′ , it must then be true
that x1 �A′ x3 iff x2 �A′ x3, and x3 �A′ x1 iff x3 �A′ x2, establishing the substitution
property.

To show that �A′ satisfies the indifference property, consider x1, x2, x3 ∈ X such
that x1 �A′ x2 and x2 �A′ x3. Because vA′

represents �A′ , it must be true that
vA′

(x1) ≥ vA′
(x2) ≥ vA′

(x3). Since vA′
is continuous, the intermediate value theorem

establishes the existence of a real number k ∈ {0, 1}, as described in the definition
of indifference, such that vA′

(x A
1 + kmA, x B1 + kmB) = vA′

(x2). Again, because vA′

represents �A′ , it must be true that (x A
1 + kmA, x B1 + kmB) ∼A′ x2, establishing the

indifference property, and hence the converse direction of the Theorem. �
Proof (Theorem 2) We will first show that statement 1 implies statement 2. Based on
Holman (1971) and Krantz et al. (1971), a relation on X A × XB can be represented
by an additive function φA(x A) + φB(x B) if the following conditions hold (we use
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φA and φB to distinguish from the individually obtained vA and vB , for reasons given
at the end of this direction of the proof):

Weak ordering: �A′ is complete and transitive.
Independence: (x A

1 , x B0 ) �A′ (x A
2 , x B0 ) for some x B0 implies (x A

1 , x B) �A′ (x A
2 , x B)

∀x B ∈ XB , and (x A
0 , x B1 ) �A′ (x A

0 , x B2 ) for some x A
0 implies (x A, x B1 ) �A′

(x A, x B2 )∀x A ∈ X A.
Thomsen condition.
Restricted solvability: Given x A

1 , x A
2 , x A

2
∈ X A and x B1 , x B2 ∈ XB such that

(x A
2
, x B2 ) �A′ (x A

1 , x B1 ) and (x A
1 , x B1 ) �A′ (x A

2 , x B2 ), ∃x B2 ∈ XB such that

(x A
1 , x B1 ) ∼A′ (x A

2 , x B2 ), and the same property holds for XB .
Archimedean property: Every strictly bounded standard sequence (defined below)

is finite.
Each component is essential: There exist x A

1 , x A
2 ∈ X A and x B0 ∈ XB such that

(x A
1 , x B0 ) �A′ (x A

2 , x B0 ), and similarly for XB .
Several of these conditions hold trivially, as this set overlaps somewhat with the set

used to establish the existence of vA′
. Weak ordering holds, since completeness and

transitivity were derived to establish Theorem 1. Independence follows easily from
the Pareto property. The Thomsen condition is stated as a condition for this Theo-
rem. Restricted solvability is a special case of the indifference property. Because �A

and �B are non-trivial, the Pareto property ensures that each component is essen-
tial.

The only remaining condition is the Archimedean property. A standard sequence
on X A is a sequence of x A

i such that, for specific distinct x B1 , x B2 that are not indifferent
to one another, (x A

i+1, x
B
2 ) ∼A′ (x A

i , x B1 ). If x B1 �B x B2 , then (x A
i , x B1 ) �A′ (x A

i , x B2 )

and thus (x A
i+1, x

B
1 ) �A′ (x A

i , x B1 ). An infinite strictly bounded sequence would imply
that as i → ∞, there exists a limiting x A

L such that (x A
L , x B2 ) �A′ (x A

i , x B1 ) for x A
i

infinitesimally close to x A
L . By the Pareto property, it must be true that (x A

L , x B1 ) �A′
(x A

L , x B2 ). Thus, by the indifference property, there would be an outcome on the line
segment between (x A

i , x B1 ) and (x A
L , x B1 ), for any i , that is indifferent to (x A

L , x B2 ).
However, this creates a contradiction, because (x A

L , x B2 ) is strictly preferred to all such
points by definition of x A

L . A similar argument can be made for standard sequences
on XB . Hence, the Archimedean property holds, and �A′ can be represented by an
additive function φA(x A) + φB(x B). If φA′

(x A) + φB′
(x B) represents �A′ , then it

must be true that φA′ = αφA + β1 and φB′ = αφB + β2 (Krantz et al. 1971), and
therefore we can obtain the functional form of Eq. 1.

By the Pareto property, it must be true that φA(x A) and φB(x B) represent �A

and �B , respectively, as do any φA′
(x A) and φB′

(x B) obtained by a positive linear
transformation, establishing statement 2 of Theorem 2.

Note that φA(x A), φB(x B), φA′
(x A), and φB′

(x B) are positive monotonic trans-
formations of any given vA and vB . However, Eq. 1 permits only positive linear
transformations of vA and vB . Therefore, we cannot simply assess ordinal vA and vB

individually and plug them into Eq. 1; the φ functions in this proof should be viewed
as distinct from previously obtained ordinal vA and vB .
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To establish the converse, assume vA′
represents �A′ , is continuous, and is given

by vA′
(x) = wAvA(x A)+wBvB(x B), as stated in the Theorem. It will suffice to show

that �A′ satisfies the Thomsen condition.
Consider outcomes (x A

1 , x B2 ), (x A
2 , x B1 ), (x A

2 , x B3 ), (x A
3 , x B2 ) ∈ X such that (x A

1 ,

x B2 ) ∼A′ (x A
2 , x B1 ) and (x A

2 , x B3 ) ∼A′ (x A
3 , x B2 ). Since vA′

represents �A′ , it must be
true that vA′

(x A
1 , x B2 ) = vA′

(x A
2 , x B1 ), and vA′

(x A
2 , x B3 ) = vA′

(x A
3 , x B2 ). Writing out

the additive form of the value function yields:

wAvA
(
x A
1

)
+ wBvB

(
x B2

)
= wAvA(x A

2 ) + wBvB
(
x B1

)
(4)

and
wAvA

(
x A
2

)
+ wBvB

(
x B3

)
= wAvA

(
x A
3

)
+ wBvB

(
x B2

)
. (5)

Adding Eqs. 4 and 5, the wAvA(x A
2 ) terms cancel out, as do the wBvB(x B2 ) terms,

resulting in:

wAvA
(
x A
1

)
+ wBvB

(
x B3

)
= wAvA

(
x A
3

)
+ wBvB

(
x B1

)
. (6)

Since this is precisely the additive form of vA′
, it is equivalent to stating that

vA′
(x A

1 , x B3 ) = vA′
(x A

3 , x B1 ), and thus that (x A
1 , x B3 ) ∼A′ (x A

1 , x B3 ), which establishes
the Thomsen condition, and the converse direction of the proof. �
Proof (Theorem 3) We will first show that statement 1 implies statement 2. Based on
Krantz et al. (1971), it will suffice to show that �∗

A′ induces a weak order on X × X
(i.e., is complete and transitive), that if x1x2 and x2x3 are positive difference pairs, then
x1x3 must be a positive difference pair such that x1x3 �∗

A′ x1x2 and x1x3 �∗
A′ x2x3,

and that �∗
A′ is weak monotonic, solvable, and satisfies the Archimedean property.

Solvability is equivalent to the cardinal indifference property. The remaining properties
are established as follows. Throughout the proof, let x1, . . . , x9 represent outcomes in
X .

To show completeness, wemust demonstrate that either x1x2 �∗
A′ x3x4 or x3x4 �∗

A′
x1x2 (or both). Because �∗

A′ must be consistent with�A′ , if x1 �A′ x3 and x4 �A′ x2,
then x1x2 �∗

A′ x3x4, and if x3 �A′ x1 and x2 �A′ x4, then x3x4 �∗
A′ x1x2. There

are two remaining cases which can be handled similarly. Arbitrarily, let x1 �A′ x3
and x2 �A′ x4; the identical logic applies in the other case, where these comparisons
are reversed. Consistency with �A′ implies that x1x4 �∗

A′ x1x2, and x1x4 �∗
A′ x3x4.

By the cardinal indifference property, there exists x5 such that x1x4 �∗
A′ x1x5 and

x1x5 ∼∗
A′ x1x2, and there exists x6 such that x1x4 �∗

A′ x1x6 and x1x6 ∼∗
A′ x3x4. By

completeness of �A′ (established in the proof of Theorem 1), either x6 �A′ x5 or
x5 �A′ x6. If x6 �A′ x5, then x1x5 �∗

A′ x1x6, and applying the cardinal substitution
property twice yields x1x2 �∗

A′ x3x4. If x5 �A′ x6, then x1x6 �∗
A′ x1x5, and applying

the cardinal substitution property twice yields x3x4 �∗
A′ x1x2. Hence,�∗

A′ is complete.
To show transitivity, let x1x2 �∗

A′ x3x4 and x3x4 �∗
A′ x5x6. By the cardinal indif-

ference property, there must exist x7 such that x1x2 �∗
A′ x1x7, and x1x7 ∼∗

A′ x3x4.
Similarly, there must exist x8 such that x3x4 �∗

A′ x3x8, and x3x8 ∼∗
A′ x5x6. By two
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applications of the cardinal substitution property, x1x7 �∗
A′ x5x6. Applying the car-

dinal indifference property again, there must exist x9 such that x1x7 �∗
A′ x1x9, and

x1x9 ∼∗
A′ x5x6. We now have x1x2 �∗

A′ x1x7, and x1x7 �∗
A′ x1x9. By transitivity of

�A′ (established in the proof of Theorem 1) and consistency with�A′ , x1x2 �∗
A′ x1x9,

and finally, by the cardinal substitution property, x1x2 �∗
A′ x5x6, establishing transi-

tivity of �∗
A′ .

It is trivial to show that if x1x2 and x2x3 are positive difference pairs, then x1x3
must be as well, since �∗

A′ is consistent with �A′ , and it is established in the proof of
Theorem 1 that �A′ is transitive. Similarly, it is trivial to show based on consistency
with �A′ that if x1x2 and x2x3 are positive difference pairs, then x1x3 �∗

A′ x1x2 and
x1x3 �∗

A′ x2x3.
The Archimedean property asserts that every strictly bounded standard sequence

is finite. In this context, a standard sequence on X × X is a sequence of xi+1xi such
that xi+1xi ∼∗

A′ xi xi−1, and not x2x1 ∼∗
A′ x1x1. An infinite strictly bounded sequence

would imply that as i → ∞, there must exist a non-empty set of limiting outcomes XL

such that for all xL ∈ XL , xL �A′ xi or equivalently, xL xi �∗
A′ xi+1xi . By the cardinal

indifference property, for some arbitrary i , there must exist x ′
i L for each xL ∈ XL such

that xL xi �∗
A′ xL x ′

i L and xL x ′
i L ∼∗

A′ xi+1xi . By the definition of xL , there cannot then
exist some x j in the sequence such that x j �A′ x ′

i L . However, by the Pareto property
of �A′ , there must be some xL for which there are xi infinitesimally close to xL . This
violates the continuity of �A′ , because xL �A′ x ′

i L , and there exist x j infinitesimally
close to xL . Thus, such an xL cannot exist, and the Archimedean property holds, which
establishes the existence of a continuous cardinal vA′

representing �∗
A′ .

The Pareto difference property, and consistency of the preference difference rela-
tions with the original preference relations, ensure that because vA′

represents �∗
A′ , it

must be monotonic.
To establish the converse, assume vA′

represents �∗
A′ , and is continuous and

monotonically increasing in x A and x B . It will suffice to show that �∗
A′ must sat-

isfy the Pareto difference, cardinal substitution, and cardinal indifference properties.
These are straightforward, and follow the same approach used to establish the required
conditions in the converse direction of Theorem 1. �
Proof (Theorem 5) We will first show that statement 1 implies statement 2. It will
suffice to show that �G

A′ satisfies completeness, transitivity, and continuity.
It will be useful to introduce g0 and g∗, based on a given g1, g2, to represent gambles

in G that both individuals consider equally preferable to their less preferred and more
preferred, respectively, of g1 and g2. That is, g0 is a gamble constructed such that g1
and g2 are Pareto superior to it, and g∗ is a gamble constructed to be Pareto superior to
g1 and g2. Intuitively, g0 combines individual A’s less preferable gamble over X A with
individual B’s less preferable gamble over XB , while g∗ combines the individuals’
more preferable gambles over X A and XB . Because X is the product set of X A × XB ,
it is guaranteed that such gambles exist.

It will also be useful to note that, by the independence condition, g1 �G
A′ g2 implies

that (p1g1 + (1 − p1)g2) �G
A′ (p2g1 + (1 − p2)g2) iff p1 ≥ p2. That is, whichever

mixture of the two gambles has the higher probability of the preferred gamble must
be preferred.
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The completeness condition can be shown to hold by considering four possible
cases, which are collectively exhaustive by completeness of �G

A and �G
B . In case 1,

g1 �G
A g2 and g1 �G

B g2, and in case 2, g2 �G
A g1 and g2 �G

B g1. The Pareto property
ensures that g1 �G

A′ g2 in case 1, and g2 �G
A′ g1 in case 2.

In case 3, g1 �G
A g2 and g2 �G

B g1. Consider g0 and g∗ based on g1 and g2. By the
Pareto property, g∗ �G

A′ g1, g2 and g1, g2 �G
A′ g0. Then, by the indifference property,

there must exist p1, p2 between 0 and 1 such that (p1g∗ + (1 − p1)g0) ∼G
A′ g1

and (p2g∗ + (1 − p2)g0) ∼G
A′ g2. However, the independence condition implies that

(p1g∗ + (1 − p1)g0) �G
A′ (p2g∗ + (1 − p2)g0) iff p1 ≥ p2. Since either p1 ≥ p2

or p2 ≥ p1, it follows that either (p1g∗ + (1 − p1)g0) �G
A′ (p2g∗ + (1 − p2)g0) or

(p2g∗ + (1 − p2)g0) �G
A′ (p1g∗ + (1 − p1)g0). Applying the substitution property

yields that either g1 �G
A′ g2 or g2 �G

A′ g1. Case 4, where g2 �G
A g1 and g1 �G

B g2,
can be handled in a similar manner, which establishes completeness.

To establish transitivity, let g1 �G
A′ g2 and g2 �G

A′ g3. If either g1 ∼G
A′ g2 or g2 ∼G

A′
g3, then the substitution property implies that g1 �G

A′ g3. Thus, we need only consider
the case where g1 �G

A′ g2 and g2 �G
A′ g3, which will be shown by contradiction.

Assume it is not true that g1 �G
A′ g3, or equivalently, assume that g3 �G

A′ g1. Then, by
the indifference property, there exists p ∈ [0, 1] such that (pg3 + (1− p)g2) ∼G

A′ g1.
If p = 0 or p = 1, this indifference relationship would contradict one of the initial
strict preferences. Thus, we can let p ∈ (0, 1). The substitution property allows us to
state that (pg3 + (1− p)g2) �G

A′ g2. The independence condition implies that for this
to hold, it must be true that g3 �G

A′ g2. However, this contradicts our initial premise
that g2 �G

A′ g3. Hence, it must be true that g1 �G
A′ g3, which establishes transitivity.

To establish continuity, let g1 �G
A′ g2 and g2 �G

A′ g3. By the indifference property,
there exists p ∈ [0, 1] such that (pg1+(1−p)g3) ∼G

A′ g2. It is clear that p cannot equal
0 or 1, given the strict preference relationships stated. Consider any ε ∈ (0,min(p, 1−
p)). By the independence property, the mixture ((1− ε)g1 + εg3) �G

A′ g2, and g2 �G
A′

(εg1 + 1 − (ε)g3), which establishes continuity.
The converse direction of the theorem follows directly from properties of uA′

(x),
using an approach analogous to that used for the converse directions of the earlier
proofs.
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